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Future Wars: The Worlds Most Dangerous Flashpoints - Trevor. - lbs The time is the near future. The Intifada, the Palestinian revolt, intensifies throughout the West Bank and Gaza. Egypt breaks diplomatic relations with Israel.


The world remains a dangerous place; war will be as much a part of its future as its past, argues Dupuy, author of excellent military histories. The fictional scenarios he chronicles are laid out with precision: first a recent history, then a hypothetical crisis (set in the mid-1990s), a tedious look at the composition of the opposing forces, and finally a dramatic, all-too-believable account of fantasy battles—a Russian civil war, several Middle East conflicts, Korea, Central America, and Transylvania. An author is a brave one indeed who writes about what might likely happen in the short future. Colonel Dupuy picks 10 different trouble spots in the world where he game-plays a complex conflict that might break out in just a few short years after publication of his book.